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break the biggest change in 120 years.

In a statement, he said, “The anticipated system they
work under has long been broken, meaning that our
members are performing unnecessary work for
us, and our taxpayers are paying for taxpayer-services
doesn’t deserve.”

Address Mismangement

“Their reforms will ad-

dress longstanding dispa-
)rations and mismangement,
which are clear and well-
maintained,” he said.

Despite their title, the
Local 301 or the current
reformers represented by Local
99 are managers who sell
their own budgets, hire staff
and buy their own supplies.
They work for the DOH and
employ about 5,000 School Cleaners and Handymen,
under NEA’s contract and
1,000 Firemen and Station-
ary Engineers. They work for
Local 94 and maintain
balloons, generators and
other medical supplies.

Though Custodial Engi-
nicians still work for the
DOH and supervise their
work, their new contracts
will maintain workers who
will be employed by a new non-profit
organization, NYC School
Superintendent and
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